WHY CHOOSE US?
FOR OUR PRODUCTS AND OUR PRINCIPLES
Our ethos: to create products that benefit peoples' lives and are produced in a way that is
ethical, sustainable and socially responsible.
Our values: Empower − Passion – Quality – Service.

ERGONOMICS

ISO STANDARDS +
CERTIFICATIONS

We adhere to this study of designing chairs to fit the human body—to optimise wellbeing and overall human system performance. A number of our chairs have either been
endorsed by the ergonomics standards authority or designed along these principles.
Our current awarded certifications include: ISO 9001 (design and manufacturing), ISO 18001
(health and safety), ISO 14001 (environmental management, EN 1335-1 (dimensioning of
furniture), EN 1335- 2 (product safety and testing) and BS 3044 (ergonomic principles).
The Moody International Group is a worldwide technical services organisation dedicated
to reducing risks by providing regular technical inspection services. We undergo
biannual audits by Intertek (worldwide group of testing labs/certifications) according
to UKAS’ (United Kingdom Accreditation Service) manufacturing standards.

SUSTAINABILITY:
GREEN DESIGN

GREEN
MANUFACTURING

Green design in product development incorporates the term Design for Environment (DfE)—which
describes techniques used to design products with consideration for their environmental impact. We
strive to to use components that are recyclable after the product’s life cycle—as well as longer-lasting
and more functional due to the use of precision tooling that governs their production. Our components
also include the use of non-toxic & recycled raw materials which require less energy to process.

A method for manufacturing that minimises waste and pollution. These goals are often achieved through
product and process design. The basic characteristics are using less consumption of natural resources; less
energy, gas and toxic materials in production, and ultimately less waste from the manufacturing process.
Since 2004 we have been working hard to create and support the economic, environmental and
social conditions for a better and more sustainable world. We do this by reducing our environmental
load and maintaining our environmental goals through bench-marked performance targets,
audits and reports. We make every effort to continually improve our technology/processes in line
with health/environmental shifts and increase expectations of our supply chain partners.

GREEN SUPPLY
CHAIN

To be successful, green products require a green supply chain. Supply chains involve everything
from the purchase of production materials to the delivery of finished products to the customer.
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